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STUDENTS ASSURE
Women Hold Newly Promoted
SPRING ENROLLMENT
Officers D irect
Final
A
.W
.S
.
ADOPTION OF NEW
Grizzly Battalion SHOWS BIG INCREASE
Ballot
Friday
TICKET SALE PLAN!
OVER FORMER TOTAL

lONTANA
US! NG8

Twenty-four Men Are Given Higher
Ranking In Student Corps;
IScarcity of Candidates Necessitates
Orr Is New Major

—
Five Hundred and Twenty-two Accept Extra Assessment Voluntarily;
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Sigma Kappa Have Most Signers
Ur Petitions Among Fraternal Groups
I

Complete success of the proposed change in sale of Interscholastic
lckets was assured Saturday noon, when compilations showed that of
815 s[“
sw ho had paid registration fees, 522 had accepted vol
untarily the $1 assessment. This was the information given out yester

EVER cross your eyes in tun— day morning by Billy Burke, Lewis-«------------------------- ------------U n d e rta k e
they might stay that way. We town, A. S. tf. M. business - n a g e , |
in charge of the new plan
were reminded of this childhood ad
Statistics as given out by the Busi
monition the other day when we read
ness Office indicate that nearly 65 per
of a University of Missouri "kidnap
cent of the students who had paid fees
ing" which ended up in a real crime.
up to Saturday noon were favorable
A ''youthful prank” that resulted in
to the new method. The 815 students
three shootings, which may prove
who have paid their fees represent I Candidates for Certificates Receive
serious. When young men start out
------- ,
,
....
, about 70 per cent of the students who
A ssignm ents in Major and
good spirits to play youthful pranks ...
,
T .
. . .
,,,
„ ,. :
I will pay fees.- It is estimated that if
Minor Subjects
6 , u v.
i JV__
they should be sure that those with
| the remaining students react as fav-|
— -— —
,
whom they are playing are also in t ovabl
excess of 700 people will
There are 25 students enrolled in the
good spirits—or at least have a sense
express their approval of the $1 as- observation and teaching class for the
of humor. And they might look into sessment.
spring quarter. “The class is contheir own temperaments to make sure
Dr. J. P. Rowe, chairman of the sidel'abl5r smaller this spring because
whether or not it’s safe for them to
Committee tor 29 years, since the big students have been requested to take
play with firet Anyway, although we
don’t like holier-than-thou ' attitudes, week was begun in 1904, said yester-Jthe course in tbe £aU or winter <luarday, “This favorable reaction of the*teI' sa’d Prof. W. E. Maddock, dean
we must admit we’re thankful that
students to the new ticket sale method Iot 0le Seb001 of Education,
we lire in the wild and woolly west,
is very gratifying. Poor business con-1 Students enrolled are: Florentine
where men are men and college stu
ditions and the general depression are 1®no» Myles Flood, Marjorie Wendt,
dents hare some intelligence.
I not unknown locally, and this year, ^ ancy Haramatt, Itay Farmer, Ruth

N

Practice Teaching
In Public Schools

AME RUMOR, having rid herself auSmented b? P°°r « nancial results of P ix- Mart‘n Carstens and Richard
,
.
past meets, the financing of future R®iehner, Missoula, Ted Cooney, Canhaving a Interscholastics has been the so u rce|yon ^ enY' Anna Mae Crouse, Bozelovely time broadcasting. Among her 0f g reat worry to the committee. This Iman • Lowell Daily, Scobey; Helen
latest quotations is a statement to action on the part of the students will RAinville, Crosby, N, D.; Virginia
the effect that green caps are to be help allay, in great measure, those I Braunberger, Kalispell;
Elizabeth
abolished—by the Bear Paws. Which fears. It is an expression of co-opera- Hausen, Superior; Margaret Seaton,
seems almost too good to be true. tion and assistance which brings u sK 'asca^e ' Naomi Sternheim, Butte;
Green caps are a relic of the days a great deal of confidence in our plans i Wilma Schubert, Great Falls; Elizawhen freshman hazing existed in a for this and future Interscholastic
Per^am* Butte; Clarence MuhJ lick, Kenosha, Wis.; Beth Manis, Ham
worse form than it does today. They Weeks.”
ilton; Dorris McMillan, Big Sandy;
are a tradition that gives nothing to
Group Response
the school as a whole, to the sopho-1 The following figures indicate the Jeanette McGrade, Butte; Virginia
mores that enforce it, nor to the fresh response to the petitions by different McGlumphy, Sumatra; Idella Ken
men who submit to i t But traditions iI campus groups. They do not, how nedy, Ekalaka, and Florence Jarussi,
are student-made, and if they are ever, indicate the actual response to Red Lodge.
abolished they should be student-1 the a3sessment at registration time
me I
destroyed. Student ideas will mature as many students were assessed bo j
faster perhaps if forced by faculty had not signed the petitions.
action, but it will be a less satisfactory
Pet.
Fraternities:
maturity than if it were a natural Sigma Alpha E p silo n ........- ..............75.0
Matthew Woodrow, Deer Lodge, and
r development As a senior we have a Phi Delta T h e ta .............
....68.0
- different view of the subject than we Sigma Phi E p silo n .......................-_63.0 Harold Voight, Manhattan, are plan
did as a sophomore. And we feel that Alpha Tau Omega v......................... 50.0 ning to take the State Board examina
the opinion of the sophomore of to Kappa S ig m a..........................
....42.5 tions which are to be held for pharma
day is different from that of the Sigma C h i.....-..................
... 41.5 cists in Helena next month.
sophomore of our day. But if the sit Delta Sigma L am b d a....
_30.6! Lewis Rash, who obtained his bach
uation has not yet come to the point Sigma Nu ........................
... 26.4: elor of science degree at the State
where the sophomores will give up
Pet.! University in 1930 also will take the
Sororities:
green caps and paddling without fac Alpha Phi .......................
... 69.01State Board examination. Rash is at
ulty coercion, then green caps and Alpha Chi Omega ........
... 45.7 present working in a drug store in
•paddling should stay.
...65.0 Deer Lodge.
Alpha Xi Delta .............
It is necessary for a candidate to
_61.8
Delta Gamma .....- ........
ASTER has passed, but spring has Kappa Alpha T h e ta .....
... 60.0 have at least three years ot accredited
work at a recognized School of Phar
not yet come to Missoula. And Kappa Kappa Gamma —
macy before he is eligible to take the
because spring has not yet come, Sigma Kappa ........
.30.0 State Board examination for pharma
spring wardrobes have not arrived on Zeta Chi ................
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Sigma cists.
the campus either. But when that
much-talked-of season does put in its Kappa led the social groups in number
Betty Withrow, Ess »x, former stuappearance, it will mean complete new of petition-signers, both having 75 per dent, is critically ill ir Spokane.
(Continued on P age Four)
outfits for men and women. The old
belief that “clothes make the man" is
not entirely without foundation. The
old days when college students were
expected to dress freakishly and
eccentrically have passed. Now their
clothes must be chic and neat and
up-to-date. For the man or woman Many Features Are Scheduled for the Nine W eeks of Instruction Which
Will Include Educational and Writers Conferences
who wants to be classed as the welldressed undergraduate there are not
better criteria than those set by the
Preliminary announcement of the 1932 Summer Session at the State
shops and stores that form the direc- University includes information concerning the faculty and thecourses
tory °* Kaimin advertisers. Kaimin
to be offered in seventeen departments and schools of the Sta e Uni
advertisers can make possible student
Publications; students can make pos versity. The Department of Biology offers courses in biological probsible Kaimin advertising. As .the boy lems and independent work, open tof clu(1(, principles of economics, introwho sat behind us during history students interested in. selected Helds.1 duetion to sociology, elementary anQuizzes used to say: “A little -co Dr. M. J. Elrod is chairman of the ^ r^ q i6 g y aluj labor problems,
faculty of this department, and G. A.
Th(J Sch00, 0f Education will include
operation does the trick.1'
Matson will be assistant professor. ^ jtg jaeulty, fir. Freemen Daughters,
w R, Ames, W. E. Maddock
TODAY Officers of the Independents' Other courses will include nature
study, elementary zoology, bacteri-1
Lucla B Mirrielees, and visiting
' t council will complete a year of
ology, physiology and eugenics.
Professors Ira B. Fee, Leora M.
service. During that year they have
Dr. J. W. Severy will be the pro- Hapnel% t N. Madsen, C. G. Manning,
.done some good work. They have fessor in the Department of Botany. M p Moe. Lewis C. Tidball and C. R.
succeeded in organizing a group of
nclude general botany, intr0‘ | Wiseman. The courses offered in this
students who had never been organ- duetion to systematic botany, research school include: educational psychol
z®d before. They have succeeded in
and independent work in botany.
ogy, principles of education, history of
Making this organization a working
American education, history of educa
Business Administration
oue, in which people know the meanThe School of Business Administra tion, school supervision, educational
• of w
co-operation,
which
after
all
v v<si«wiun, w
h ic h is e
n te r a
h
*
,
ft T.infl administration, school finance, school
the fl« t thing to be taught. There isf’tion will include Pro •
’
’
accounting, secondary education, prob
much
aJ Z
________Assistant
Prof. E. I Kirk
Badgley and
-- - —
.
Much vet
yet to h
be. done.
An
organization Assistant
Emily Maclay as instructors in the lems in elementary education, prob
8Uch as this must have more lasting
school. The courses offered include. lems of the junior high school, school
cuds towhrd which to work than it
Montana economics and commercial hygiene, Montana school law, Montana
us yet found. But these aims will
problems, marketing, industrial geog courses of study, the teaching of com
emerge of themselves as the organiza
raphy, accounting, teaching of com position and literature in high school,
tion grows older. They will simply be
mercial subjects in secondary schools, educational and vocational guidance,
tbe natural needs that arise, and if the
__
typewriting, shorthand
and independ- part time and evening vocational
arbs continue their enthusiasm, they
w irk hi business administration. I c]asses, vocational education, charw *1 take care of such problems in the e lprof Harry Turney-High is chair- acter education, educational sociology,
Way lu which they should. The past|
’ ’ the Department of Economics edueational measurements, the child
year bas been satisfactory but for the m“’ H ) ,„„v for the summer session. ceniercd school, the high school and
future we can only repeat the old trite Courses offered in this department in-1
(e» u » « a « a * Four,
remark: “Time will tell.'

D
___*s

Pharmacists Take
State Examinations

E

Preliminary Summer Announcements
Give Information Concerning Session

Elimination of Primary
Election
Because there are only two candi
dates competing for each office of
A. W. S. executive board, the election
to be held Friday, April 1, will con
stitute both the primary and final bal
lot. At the regular meeting of the
governing body held yesterday, Mary
Breen, Bridger, and Frances Ullman,
IBig Timber, were nominated for the
office of president. Emma Bravo,
ISand Coulee, and Hazel Thomas, Terry,
will compete for the office of vice
president and Lina Greene and Lovina
Hart, Missoula, are candidates foTthe
secretary's position. Petitions were
submitted for Joy Browning, Belt, and
Jane Tucker, Great Falls, to compete
for the office of treasurer.
Requirements of those running for
president of A. W. S. are that the nom
inees submit a petition with at least
ten signatures, one week before elec
tion is scheduled, with their eligibility
certificates. The candidates must also
have attained junior standing in years,
at the time of election, which means
that the one who is selected will hold
office her senior year. It is customary
but not required that those competing
for vice president be seniors during
their term of, office.
Booths will be maintained Friday
in Main hall and the Library from 10
until 12 o'clock in the morning and
from 1 until 4 o'clock in the afternoon
by members 'of Spur to permit those
women who have paid their A. W. S.
dues, to vote.
Successful candidates will take of
fice soon after election. Outgoing of
ficers and the offices they have filled
for the school year, 1931-32 are: Ella
Pollingcr, Missoula, president; Julia
Patten, Columbus, vice president;
Frances Ullman, Big Timber, secretary
and Mary Breen, Bridger, treasurer.
COLBYS HAYE SON
Word has been received here of the
birth of a; son, Edmund, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lester A. Colby of Evanston, 111.,
on March 19. Both Mr. and Mrs. Colby
are former students here. Mrs. Colby
was Elizabeth Johnson before her
marriage, and was graduated with the
class of 1927.

Picture Schedule
For 1932 Sentinel
Nears Completion
Remaining Pictures Will Be Taken
Wednesday Afternoon
And Evening
Final pictures for the 1932 Sentinel
will be taken Wednesday. It is ab
solutely imperative that all groups
scheduled below report for these pic
tures, as these will be the last of the
Sentinel group pictures taken this
year, Waiter Cooney, Sentinel editor,
announced today.
Wednesday afternoon the following
pictures will be taken on Dornblaser
field: Varsity Track Squad, 4 o’clock;
Freshman Track Squad, 4:15 o’clock.
Following this, these pictures will
be takon in front of the men's gym
nasium: M club boxers, 4:30; minor
sports team, 4:45; M club, 5 o’clock.
The men requested to appear for
the M club boxers’ picture are those
men who participated in the boxing
events at the M club tournament this
year. All of the men who made the
trip to Bozeman to participate in the
intercollegiate minor sports meet, are
requested to appear for the minor
sports team picture and the M club
picture consists of all men who have
won varsity letters at the State Uni
versity.
Wednesday afternoon at 5:16 o'clock
the debate league picture will be taken
in the Little Theater. All members
who have participated in debates here
this year should be there at that time
to have their pictures taken. In case
of uncertainty, students should see
Darrell Parker, debate coach for fur
ther information.
At 7:15 o’clock the last picture of
the group will be taken in the Little
Theater. This will be the Interchurch
Fellowship group. Students in doubt
as to whether they should appear in
this picture should see Jesse Bunch
at once.

When the State University students
turned out Monday afternoon for the
first spring quarter meeting of the
Grizzly Battalion of the R. O.
unit, they were greeted by a new staff
of student officers.
Students who have been promoted
to higher ranking in the unit are:
Major, William C. Orr, Dillon; Cap
tains, William T. Boone, Deer Lodge;
Robert ~W. Breen, Butte; Delavan
Davis, Butte; John C. McKay, Noxon.
First Lieutenant, David P. Silva,
Honolulu.
Students who have been promoted
to sergeant ranking are: Charles Bell,
J. Howard, Coon, Lawrence Prather,
Merth Thompson, Missoula; Norman
Mikalson, Spokane; Mike Murphy,
Anaconda, Lewis Coriell, Stanford and
George Koyl, Kalispell.
New corporals selected were: Don
ald V. Creveling, Cascade; W. A. Disbrow, Missoula; Ted J. Fitzpatrick,
Missoula; John Grierson, Myers; Clar
ence Pearson, Billy Hebard, Rodney
McCall, L. McDaniel, Missoula; F.
Alton Miller, Great Falls; Kenneth
Woodward, Los Angeles, Calif.

Debaters Argue With
Mines Team in Butte
Magnuson and Swanberg Debate on
Bi-Metalism Question
Melvin Magnuson of Helena and
Stephen Swanberg of Great Falls left
Missoula Monday afternoon for Butte
to debate with a School of Mines team
the auditorium of the Engineering
building there. The State University
debaters will take the affirmative side
of the question: Resolved, That the
United States should Abandon the gold
standard.
The question of bi-metallism is of
especial interest at this time due to
its connection with international af
fairs. At the present time a senate
nvestigating committee is working on
the question with the view to helping
the silver situation. These factors
will help a great deal in making this
debate an interesting one,” stated
Darrell Parker, Varsity debate coach.;
Both Magnuson and Swanberg have
been active in debate here. Last quar
ter Magnuson represented the State
University in the debate with, a Pitts
burg team.
Harvey Thirloway, Butte, and Mac
Carnine, Missoula, lost a two-to-one
decision when they represented the
State University in a debate with the
School of Mines last quarter. They
upheld the negative side of the ques
tion: Resolved, That Congress should
act legislation providing for cen
tralized control of industry (constitu
tionality waived).
PRESS CLUB WELL MEET
Press club will meet Wednesday at
30 o’clock in the Journalism Shack.
A talk will be given by Prof. J. H.
Ramskill of the School of Forestry.
Plans for the spring quarter will be
discussed, and the evening will con
clude with refreshments and a social
hour.

Hospital Ship Takes
Van Wald to Alaska
Carlos Van Wald, a junior in the
Department of Fine Arts, left for
Alaska Monday afternoon, after spend
ing the winter quarter at the State
University. For the last several years
Van Wald has spent from three to six
months working on a federal hospital
ship in the vicinity of Nome. This
time he will remain until late in No
vember, when he will again return to
the campus.
During his several years in Alaska
Van Wald has collected a large num
ber of articles used by the tribes of
Eskimos in their daily life. In his
collection of souvenirs he has a bow
and several arrows used by Eskimos
in hunting; a five-foot harpoon used
in seal and polar bear hunting; an
Eskimo jacket; slippers, and sacred
totem pole.
Lewis Johnson of Malta has enrolled
in school this quarter after a two
quarter absence.

Attendance Exceeds That o f Last Year By 1 04 Students and That of
The Preceding Spring by 9 5 ; Gross Enrollment
Also Shows Decided Increase
Saturday, March 26, the enrollment for the spring quarter at the
State University totalled 1,310 students. This exceeds the enrollment
of last year at the same time by 104, and of two years ago by 95.
To date, the gross enrollment for the year 1931 -32 totals 1,637, which
“^ is 66 more than the gross enrollment
of a year ago, and 65 more than that
of two years ago.
Of the students who registered dur
ing the winter quarter, 1,267 returned
to attend school during spring quar
ter. Of these, .735 are men and 532
are women. New students, 5 men and
Fate of Inlcrfraternity Competition in 4 women, bring the total of new reg
Minor Sports Will Rest
istrations to 9; former students who
With Committee
were not in attendance during 193132, 8 men and 6 women, bring the
Final arrangements regarding elig total 14 points higher, and three men
ibility, schedule and competition for and three women who had previously
the revival of interfraternity sports attended the State University during
competition a t the State University the summer session but not during the
will be made when the Interfratevnity autumn or winter quarters, re-reg
council committee on the re-introduc- istered for spring quarter, make 29
tion of interfraternity sports meets additional registrations. At the end of
with Harry Adams, instructor of phy winter quarter, the gross registration
sical education, at 2 o'clock today in for the year had reached 1,608, 967
the men’s gymnasium.
I of whom were men, and 641, women.
Interfraternity sports competition'! With the additional registrations of
was abolished in 1923 because of dis-116 men and 13 women, the gross, enagreements arising between the fra rollment for the year has, to date
ternities regarding the presentation of reached 1,637, 983 of whom are men
trophies and other awards.
and 654 are women.
“Indications are that much%interest
Of the 1,310 people who had enrolled
will be taken in interfraternity sports by March 26, 1932, 759 are men and
if revived to suit present conditions,” 551 are women. Last year, at the
was the statement of Robert Hendon, end of the first week of spring quar
chairman, after the committee had ter, 668 men and 538 women had en
made a- favorable report on the pos rolled. Two years ago, 634 of the
sibilities of such a revival at a meet 1,215 students enrolled at that time
ing in early March.
were men and 581 were women. How
The revival of interfraternity sports ever, the gross registration of spring
will mean the re-introduction of reg quarter, 1931, showed 9 more men and
ular minor sports competition between 27 more women registered, bringing
the fraternities in baseball, tennis, the total gross registration to 1,242.
track, golf, water sports and horse Registration figures at the end of
shoes.
spring quarter, 1930, showed 24 more
The committee is composed of Rob- men and 38 more women registered
t Hendon, Lewistown, chairman; after the first week of the spring quar
Harold Dean, Plains; Owen Lofts- ter, bringing the total gross registra
gaarden, Big Timber, and Hubert Sim tion of the quarter to 1,277.
mons, Red Lodge.

Group Will Meet
Tuesday to Plan
Sports Program

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY
WILL CHOOSE DELEGATE

Last Year’s Spurs
Receive Emblems

Kappa Psi, national honorary phar
maceutical fraternity, will meet for
the first time this quarter in Science
hall Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock
for the purpose of electing new oficers.
After the election of officers the
members will discuss the choosing of
delegate to the Northwest conference
of Kappa Psi to be held in Portland,
Ore., on April 16.

Inactive emblems were presented to
last year’s Spurs at a tea given in
their honor by the active Spurs last
Saturday, March 26 at the Alpha Chi
Omega house.
Although smaller in size, these em
blems resemble, those worn by the
active members. They are cut in the
shape of a spur from gray and gold
felt and are mounted against a maroon
background.
Mrs. Charles Clapp and Mrs. R. H.
Alex Gomavitz, Great Falls, visited Jesse poured at the tea, and Dean
his brother, Lewis Gomavitz over the Harriet Sedman and Mrs. Ann Ramweek-end.
beau were in the receiving line.

Independent Organization Will Hold
Mass Meeting for Election o f Council
Tw elve Students Will Be Elected to Replace Present Council; Plans
For Next Year Also Will Be Discussed
Members of the independent organization will meet in the Little
Theater for their second annual council election at 4 o’clock today.
Twelve council members will be elected at this meeting. Four dele
gates-at-large and eight other council members from the four classes
will be chosen at the election. *The^“
rangements for the 1932 fall quarter
delegates-at-large may be either men
or women while the two members of will be discussed. The advisability of
continuing
the policy of collecting the
the council from each class must be
50 cent activity fees with regular State
one woman and one man.
The four delegates-at-large whose University registration fees next fall
terms expire with the meeting are: will be open to the discussion of all
Peter Meloy, Townsend; Tom Mooney, members at the meeting.
First, Meeting
Missoula; Georgia Mae Metlen, Dillon,
and George Boileau, Milltown. The
At the first meeting of the barbs
class council members who go out of last spring more than 200 were presoffice: seniors, Wilma Schubert, Great Unt. Since that time the organization
Falls, and Tony D’Orazi, Missoula; has steadily grown and has done much
the juniors, Millard Evenson, White- to give non-affiliated students a more
fish, and Emma Bravo, Sand Coulee; complete social life. Several dances
sophomores, Gene Hunton and Gladys have been given each quarter at reasMayo, both of Missoula, and freshmen, i onable admission charges. Besides
Dick Shaw, Missoula, and Mary dances, the organization last spring
Knoble, Kalispell.
gave the musical comedy, “Purple
Will Take Office
Towers,” at the Wilma theater.
The council members who are elecIn a statement yesterday, Millard
ted at this meeting will take office Evenson, chairman of the council, said,
immediately after election. The first ‘‘Inasmuch as this is the most import
meeting of the new council will be i ant meeting of the year, at which time
tomorrow at 4 o’clock in the inde- a new council will be chosen, a nd
pendent office in the Little Theater, i plans for the 1932-33 program disBesides the election at the meeting cussed, it is urgent that all members,
this afternoon, financial matters and Iattend this meeting.”
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Dean Spaulding Talks
Catholic Students
Plan Dance Friday To Scientific Society
Dean T C. Spaulding gaye an 1#.
Newman Club Will Act As Host at esting talk on "Precipitation w
All-Unlverslty Dance
in
.,
^ 98!
in Montana
Montana and
and North tn
Dakota’’
meeting of Sigma Xi held Friday.,*

The Newman club, Catholic organi
Newman Club ..................................................................................’Danf
...........................
Fireside zation of State University students Main hall. ■ p U we
Sigma Kappa ...........................................................
Alpha Tau O m ega............................................................. ........... Fireside will usher in the spring social activi precipitation over periods of
dating over 60 years, indicating Z
Sigma C h i................................................; ....................................Fireside ties with an open dance a t the women’s

Entered as second-class m atter at Missoula, Montana, under act of
Congress, March 3, 1879.
Subscription price, $2.50 per year.

the general trend has been downwM
gymnasium Friday evening, April 1 This downward trend is a determining
Faculty Club .................................................................................. .1)an“
Preparations for the affair, which factor in the gradual depletion of u.1
Druids .............................................................................................Formal will be the only one of its kind to be ranges, north of South Dakota-Wyom
sponsored by the club this year, are ing boders, increasing forest fire w
We actually heard thunder and saw lightning yesterday, which puts nearly complete. The women’s gym ards and directly affecting dry iand
the “ boo” on our griping that spring will never come. Easter played nasium will be decorated appropri- farming and livestock pasturage.

Saturday, April 2

THOMAS E. MOONEY_____________________ ____- .........-EDITOR
JOEL F. OVERHOLSBR-

. BUSINESS MANAGER
WHY PLAN!

If your fellow comes at seven
Coming as an extremely encouraging factor in the annual Inter- The davenport will seem like heaven.
Seven-thirty is not too late.
scholastic campaign was the announcement yesterday morning of the A nice, soft chair you’ll probably rate.

success of the new ticket sales plan. At Saturday noon, the time of
the latest computations, 522 members of the student
body had paid the $ 1 assessment. This number represents
W e’ll
All Hang a little less than 65 per cent of the 815 people who already
Together have paid their student activity fees. With about 30 per
cent of the fee-paying students yet to be heard from, it
may be expected that approximately 700 people will consent to the
assessment. This, in the words of Dr. J. P. Rowe, veteran guide of
Interscholastic’s destinies, is “very gratifying” . In a year which is
witnessing drastic curtailments in nearly every form of endeavor, it
will be an item of tremendous moment and an assurance of support
to Dr. Rowe and the members of Interscholastic committee.
Montana State College students have contributed greatly to the
success of the State Basketball tournament. This past year financing
of the tournament was made easier by the contribution of $ 1160 from
students there.
Interscholastic Week is the best means of contact with the high
school students which the State University possesses. It is important
to faculty and student body alike. Truly, it is “gratifying” when the
assistance and co-operation of the students is needed, only its asking
is necessitated. With such co-operation existing, a great step has been
taken in the preservation of one of our most important and cherished
traditions.

us false by being gloomy all day but in spite of the weather we have ateiy.^
managed to imbibe some of the spring spirit. Friday is April Fool s
at the door Palns are
day, but even so, four organizations have dared to have dances. We jaken by
club to make the
hope it will be safe for guests to accept invitations without endanger- | an enjoyable one.
The affair is in charge of a
ing life and limb.

Eight o’clock is the proper time
To fit dining room chairs into this
rhyme.
Corbin Hall
If he should wander in at nine,
Carol Christie, Whitehall, spent the
Likely, the kitchen table will be fine. week-end a t her home.
Annie Evans spent the week-end in
Nine-thirty is often quite bad
If sitting on stairs will make you mad. Butte.
At 10 o’clock, say good night at the
Mrs. Alden and Pauline Alden of
door
Big Timber were guests of Ellen A1
Unless you’d like some pillows on the den over the week-end.
floor.
Ruth Southworth went to Columbus

for the week-end.
The best suggestion we can make
June Hartley, Hamilton, spent the
For both yours and the fellow’s sake
week-end at her home.
Is to set out for a long, long walk,
Mrs. Graves of Roundup was the
Not to neck but ju st to walk.
guest of her daughter, Frances, dur
He’ll ask for another date just as soon
ing the week-end.
If you spend the evening admiring the
Marjorie Miles of East Helena spent
moon.
the Week-end at her home.
In fact, he’ll probably ask you quicker
Dorothy Brown went to Butte for
If the sisters can’t sit and snicker
e week-end.
At efforts crowded by time and space
Charles O'Neil, James Seymour, Vic
To put out a line and haul in a case.
tor Miller and Edson Black were Sun
You can take our advice or leave it day dinner guests at Corbin hall.
alone.
Mrs. Avery of Anaconda and Gladys
It’s really offered in a doubtful tone Avery were Sunday dinner guests of
For you can’t make plans thus and so Marcia Shellenbarger.
Independent students of the State University will meet today on In Missoula, where it will either rain Elma Cerise, Klein, spent the week
or snow.
end at home.
the anniversary of their organization a year ago, to elect new council

members. Under the governing system which they have adopted
executive control of the organization is in the hands
A N ew
of a council of twelve members, including four deleBarb Council gates from the entire group and two delegates from
each class, with an even number of men and women.
The liberality of the constitution allows all members to have an active
part in the organization. All independent students will have a vote
in the mass meeting this afternoon.
Through their organization the barbs have sponsored a social pro
gram for their members at a very nominal cost which has added much
to their enjoyment of campus life. It has served as a means of weld
ing together into a compact unit students not affiliated with a social
fraternity. This made possible the production of the musical comedy
last spring and the entering of an act in the 1932 Varsity Vodvil
preliminaries— activities that require the co-operative efforts of a
group. The principal purpose of the coalition, which was to assure
independent students of a more complete campus social life, has been
accomplished through the dances and functions sponsored for the
group and attended by many members of other social organizations
as well
The first milestone has been reached. Independent students need
no longer act independently, and continued interest in the organization
and enthusiastic support of its activities are the only requirements to
make permanent its fulfillment of the need for which it was begun.
Chilly quietness of early morning, random leaves that withstood
fall and winter blasts blowing scratchily along dirty sidewalks and
soft, wispy white clouds clinging to Sentinel’s slopes seem to form the
limits of the world in March. March, with spring quarter
April, May stretching before it, a quarter that will serve as comAnd June mencement of college for those successfully completing
their first year, that will be the “jumping off” place or
commencement of another world for those leaving their university.
April—with Daddy Aber’s spirit living once more, with elections and
their accompanying politicians, with lawns turning green and rains,
and the first yellow dandelions clinging close to Main hall for protec
tion.
May— and Track Meet with the bustle of meeting visitors, of the
opening of rushing season, of S.O.S., of bright sunshine radiantly
bathing the oval, of R.O.T.C. drills, of color and contrast everywhere
June brings with it the goodbyes that some bid happily, some care
lessly and a few sadly. With the fulfillment of every promise of the
earlier spring, June becomes the climax of student careers, which like
all things embodying tension, becomes anticlimatic if prolonged.
Those who go out will meet again in reunions, but those who remain
will return the next fall to continue the eternal cycle, fall-winter-spring
quarters.

Contemporary Comment
OREGON’S ATHLETIC SITUATION
The merging of Oregon’s five institutions of higher learning under
one head, which was necessitated by unfortunate financial circum
stances in that state, has brought a new problem before the Pacific
Coast conference athletic arbitrators. Under the new Oregon plan,
students will be allowed to transfer from one institution to another
as their academic schedules require, which will conflict seriously with
the present athletic rulings.
The regulation in question states: “No student shall represent any
institution in the conference until he shall have been in residence two
semesters or three quarters, and until he shall have earned 24 semester
hours or 36 quarter hours of credit.”
With the spread of courses, it is likely that few students will be
able to spend the entire four years in the same institution. Since
both the University of Oregon and Oregon State college are members
of the conference, they would therefore be severely handicapped in
their athletic endeavors were they required to abide by these rules.
Circumstances alter cases, and in this instance it would seem quite
wise for the conference officials to qualify these rules, excepting the
Oregon institutions from these stringent requirements.—Washington
State Evergreen.

The columnistic debut of one un
North Hall
acquainted with things journalistic
r. and Mrs. O. H. Junod and Miss
and more particularly- the flourish and Lyla Remon were Saturday evening
subtlety of Herr Hud, is herewith pre dinner guests of Amoretta Junod.
sented.
rs. Theodore Brantly is spending
a few days in Helena. Charlotte Rus
The aforementioned uncle is en- sel, librarian of the School of Law,
sconsed amid pillows, swaddlings and is acting in charge of North hall dur
ointments this very day, recovering ing Mrs. Brantly’s absence.
from an attack of changing from his
Mary Rose, Brady, returned Sunday
winters.
night after spending the past week
a t her home.
Alice Stuky, Great Falls, returned:
Ju st because of the beer in the glass
is no sign spring is in the air. Prov Sunday night after spending Easter at
her home.
erbs 4:32 or was it Confucious.
We m ust be guided by the first prin
ciple of journalistic ethics—no plag
arism, that is, we will make n<
mention of openings, the Milwaukee
tracks, blondes, skiing or home brew.
It is with apologies that we even print
a poem.
Here’s a go, Brother Brisbane, Peep
Peep Wincliell, Bugs Baer and Mr.
Rogers.
After all these troublesome times in
the Far E ast and what with the beat
ing of drums and the launching of
the marine for the protection of the
missionary, it is with relief that we
once more saw our very own little
army marching and counter marching
yesterday.

Mrs. Mary Shope Davis concluded
£
belng the program with two violin selections

"Dedication,” by Saleskl, and a Negro
event m instrel number, “Nobody Knows th.
Trouble I See.”
com
mittee consisting of Jack Coleman,
Elizabeth Kiieman has returned to ,
chairman; M artha Kimball, decora school from Great Falls where she
tions; Eddie Dussault, tickets. Tickets visited between quarters.
for the dance are now obtainable from
Rev. Jesse W. Bunch, student
any member of the club or the com
preached in Paradise last Sunday
mittee.
morning.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles H. Clapp, Prof,

house were Bill Campbell, Helena;
James McNally, Butte, and Mr. Veezy,
Butte.
Kathleen Dunn spent the week-end
at her home in Deer Lodge.
Dorothy Gerer, Helena, is a visitor
a t the Kappa Delta house.
and Mrs. Brassil Fitzgerald, Prof, and
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Sheridan, Butte, I Mrg j w Cook and Mr and Mrs P H
were week-end visitors at the Sigma Coonejr win act as chaperons for the
Nu house.
evening.
Mrs. J. Wilson Moore entertained
those living at the Sigma Kappa house
at a very charming Easter morning
breakfast
Dr. G. D. Shallenberger was a guest
a t a formal breakfast held Sunday
--------------morning at the Alpha Tau Omega | Robert R Nei3on, ’31,' is the author
house.
of a poem entitled “Crowd in -a W ait
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Hansen, ing Room,” in a recent pamphlet sent
Superior, are visiting their daughter, I out by the Publicity Journal of the
Elizabeth.
W estern Reserve University of CleveGrant Kelleher was a guest a t the land_ Ohlo NeIson is well known to
Sigma Kappa house for Easter din the students of the State University
ner.
both because of his literary work and
Bill Orr, Dillon, was
week-end his athletic ability.
guest of Kappa Sigma.
As an- undergraduate Nelson did a
Arnold Bauska, Bozeman, was a
large amount of writing, some of
week-end guest a t the Phi Delta Theta
which
was published in the Frontier.
house.
He was also an outsanding athlete
George Parks, Bozeman, was a guest
during his school career here. He is
over the week-end of Kappa Sigm a
holder of the state intercollegiate high
Bert Orr, Dillon, was a visitor at the I
jump record of 6 feet l inch.
Kappa Sigma house over the week
Nelson graduated from the College
end.

George Parks, Bozeman, was a Sun- °f ArtS and Sclences 38 an En«li8h
day dinner guest of Phi Delta Theta m aj0r- H e ' ls now studying soclaI
Frank Jordan and Earl Keenan, Serv “ WOrk at We8tern Reserve uni
Great Falls, both former students, I Tey? .ty‘
were Sunday dinner guests of Phi
8 poem fo!lows:
Sigma Kappa.
I CROWD IN A WAITING ROOM
Ed Hughes was a guest at the Sigma
By Bobert Frederic Nelson
Chi house for dinner Saturday.
To Walt Whitidaii you would be, part
Eddie Broadwater and Roland Car- Of a great Democracy
nine were Sunday dinner guests of To Carl Sandburg’s steely pen, a shaft
Delta Gamma.
Of force among all men.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Breakfast
Mrs. G. T. Graves and Francis were In dead Lindsay’s chanting fold
Montana Beta of Sigma Alpha Ep
dinner guests of Zeta Chi Friday.
In a rhythm bold.
silon entertained mothers, wives, sis
Cornelia Clack, Havre, is a visitor Some would see a piteous mass, some
ters and sweethearts a t the annual
at the Alpha Phi house this week.
| Would see but a stinking class.
Easter breakfast at the New Grill cafe
Mrs. Ida B. Davenport, house mother And me—well, w hat do I see? Surely
Sunday morning. About one hundred
of Delta Gamma, was released from These things are true of thee.
guests were seated with the members St. Patrick’s hospital Thursday.
of the fraternity around two tables
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Lewis, Roundup, bowling tournament, were guests of
decorated with violets, the fraternity
were guests of Zeta Chi for dinner Phi Sigma Kappa for dinner Sunday.
flower, and Easter lillies. >
| Friday and Sunday.
John Grierson spent the vacation beMary Kimball, ’27, and M artha Kim- tween quarters a t his home in HyPhi Sigma Kappa Fireside
ball were guests of Alpha Phi for din- sham.
Phi Sigma Kappa entertained at a I ner Friday
Mrs. Edward Erickson of Harlowton
fireside at the chapter house Saturday
n ight Nat Allen’s three piece or^ | H y s h ^ T ^ ? " ^ ***
fro m a rriv e d ln the <*ty Saturday afternoon

chestra furnished the music. The ^ L e r S u l y to t a i t ' r fam ily11111 ^ V' Sit ^
Mrs. Edward Erickson and daughter,
chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. H arry
uy'
Adams and
H tv.
K snell,
Snell'I Darlion,
n ^ i Anaconda,
^
S/ an9°
a’
Harry Marianne, were dinner guests a t the
,, Mr. and
, Mrs ft.
entrants
Kappa Delta house on Sunday.
Among the guests were Cedor Arronow, Seattle; Jack Robinson, Wil
lard Miller, Henry Blasty, George I
It is a very thrilling sight indeed to Kuka and Mr. Cummings, Chicago.
observe the grim purpose on those
young faces; to note the steadiness of I
Annual Tea
ank and above all the high resolve
The American Association of Uni
to win.
versity Women will entertain at an
annual tea Saturday afternoon at 3
This column writing does give one o'clock at the home of Mrs. N. J.
an opportunity to express the soul Lennes. All senior women are cor
smoldering of four years.
dially invited to attend. • Mrs. I. T.
Haag is in charge of the program,
Our chief bore is the one who would
constantly narrate his tales of prowess
Mrs. Theodore Brantly and Mrs.
in local beer gardens—his capacity to Frank K. Turner gave a charming
drink Innumerable bottles.
luncheon Friday at the Florence hotel i
in compliment to Mrs. M. A. Brannon
of Helena.
Kathryn Eamon, Anaconda, and
Florentine Eno, Butte, have returned!
to school after a vacation of more than
a week.
Professor and John Clark, Alex
Gomavitz and
nd Tom Coleman were
guests Sunday
ie Delta Sigma
imbda house,
Dean and Mrs. R. C. Line were din
We arc .depressed with those who. ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Philip O.
no m atter where they are, take it upon- Keeney Friday evening.
themselves to entertain eve'ryone.
Marion Erickson and her mother,
Such persons are always too loud.
rs. Erickson, were Sunday dinner
guests of Kappa Delta,
Vie admire professors who are gen
and Mrs. Paul Bisehoff were
uinely Interested In their work, who Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma
pay no attention to the grade curve Nu house.
and who do not hold us up to ridicule
Pete Ilillger, Helena, was a weekfor our own simple views.
guest at the Alpha Tau Omega
house,
H e think, also, th at interfraternity
Mrs, Avery, Anaconda nd Gladys
athletics should be placed on the cal Avery were dinner guests of Sigma
endar. It would engender spirit.
Kappa Saturday.
Ted and Bob Cooney were guests
We also think—but what difference of Alpha Xi Delta for Sunday dinner.
does it make—nothing will come of
Tlieo Russel, Butte, and Charlotte
anyhow we enjoyed this—no end. Russel were guests of Sigma Kappa
Thursday.
Curtis Maxey has received his de
Dr. and Mrs. G, A. Lewis of Roundup
gree in animal productivity a t the were visiting their daughter, Margaret,
secondary school of Agriculture at over the week-end.
Bozeman.
Week-end guests at the Sigma Chi

Professional
Directory

iP u b lic ity J ou rn al
Uses Nelson’s Poem

We extend our sympathy to the awk
ward youngster making his first ap
pearance at one of the sorority houses
who finds himself seated amid scenes
of fervent osculation—and lighter vice
—where the air of sophistication
reigns supreme and who Is eventiually
confronted with the information that
"Jane has already gone out.”

DR. EM ERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Badding
Phone 4497

DR J. L MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
305 Montana Block

DR. F. GORDON REYNOLDS
DENTIST
Wilma Bldg. U. of M. Class of’M |

DR. A. G. WHALEY
D R RAY E. RAMAKER

DENTIST
305 Wilma Bldg.
Phone 5304 f

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN j
CHIROPODIST
306 Wnma

To M EN
only!
•
O N E E D to park a “Girls Keep
O u t” a t th e to p ot this advertise
m ent. They’ll shy off quick enough when
they find o u t w hat i t ’s ab o u t
F o r i t ’s a strictly masculine privilege
—solace, satisfaction, re trea t call it
w hat you will—th e joy of smoking a
pipe!
I t ’s th e smoke “for men only," any
girl will agree—one
of the few rights the
w o m e n h a v e n ’t
crowded us on. And
t h e only sm oke
for men, many a
thoughtful smoker
calls i t For the deep
c o n s o la tio n and
rare comradeship of
a m ello w , rich ly
aged pipe are some
She Wees to see hi\
th in g ev e ry man
sm oke a pip s
does well to know.
And you taste th e rich satisfaction of
pipe smoking a t its best when you fill
up your bowl w ith Edgeworth. There’s a
tobacco th a t’s m ade for a pipe. Cool,
d ry , slow -burning. B lended of fine,
mellow, full-fla
vored hurleys.
Y o u ’v e a
ra re sm oke

N

c o mi n g i f
y o u ’ve n e v e r
trie d E d g e » ,j
w o r t h . Y o u -saA
F lP
will find E d g e -'
worth a t yourg
tobacco d e a l - '
e r 's . O r sen d
for special free
sample packet
„
if y o u w ish .
B , nnd.hutiff
Address Larus & Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d
S t., Richm ond, Virginia.

EDGEW ORTH
You are always assured that an outfit from Mary Moore
will be jus _„ght in every d etail-from the original design
to the final fitting And the cost is low. Of course therefa
just what you pre looking for, whether it be afternoon frocks
evening gowns or the smart little woolen dresses. There are
also, swanky hats for every occasion.

j

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted |
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104 i

SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgeworth is a blend of fine old hurleys,
<^with its natural savor enhanced by Edge*
worth’s distinctive
and exclusive elev
enth process. Buy
Edgeworth any
where in two forms
^-EdgeworthReadyRubbed and Edgeworth PlugSlice. All
sizes, 15 ft pocket
package to £1.50
pound humidor t

Track Men
Turn Out fo r Season
Of Varsity Competition

forty-fou r

COLLOQUIUM MEETS TUESDAY
day is taking most of the men away the freshman field because of the
on that day but practice will be held soggy condition of Dornblaser field.
Colloquium will meet in the Home
for the men not engaged in “army.” Crews are at work attempting to put
The remainder of the squad will hold the sod on Dornblaser field in the Economics laboratory Tuesday, March
workouts at 3 o’clock on the remainder proper condition before the squad 29, at 4 o’clock. Prof. L. W. Bealer
of the week and 2 o’clock on Satur works out on the field.
will review Stuart Chase’s “Mexico,
days. Either Friday or Saturday is
the Two Americas.” There will be
George O'Dell submitted to a major a social half hour and refreshments
to be set aside as “Game Day” and the
| J Weather Still Prevents Intense. O utdoor W orkouts for Cinder
student body is invited to watch the operation at St. Patrick’s hospital preceding the review. Students, towns
tanford with Southern California
First Spring Football Scrimmage men in practice scrimmages. The day Friday.
people and faculty members are in
Artists; Glenn Lockwood Is Only State R ecord Holder
probably will present the mightiest
vited to attend.
of the first “game” has not yet been
On Grizzly Squad This Year
Session
Will
Be
Held
array of Olympic competitors of any
Lois Spraul,' Roundup, has with
set.
Tomorrow
two schools in the world when the
Patronize Kalmln advertisers.
Practice sessions have been held on drawn from school.
Inclement weather is still holding back the track men in workouts tenth Olympiad opens in Los’ Angeles
*nis summer.
Forty-four
candidates
for
a
place
on
Although the first two w eeks are given over to easy workouts to
Ben Eastman, a junior at the Palo Coach Bunny Oakes’ 1932 football
condition the men it is im possible to do much in this phase with the Alto
school, will probably head the eleven will race through a play scrim
...jut weather conditions. The work of reconditioning the track Stanford track men and attempt to mage Wednesday afternoon. This is
rilTbegin as soon as it is dry enough^------------------------hurl himself across the quarter-mile the number which has been out for
permit working upon, rorty-rour
distance for a new world record. Last practice to date this spring.
‘ pave turned out for Varsity track
’ear he spiked his way in a long,
Oakes is optimistic regarding the
to spring. Tie freshman list, not
even-strided lope to tie the record of new offense which he is building. The
At Lowest Prices Consistent With Good Merchandise
wt completed, shows 40 yearlings
.4 seconds and hurried through the style, which is a deviation from any
If accepted, aVnew time will replace
working for a numeral in track. The
880 in 1:53—rapid time in any league. used by Montana in the past, is not
final number is expected to be near the 440-yard dash record held so long He cut down the field in the 880-yard an intricate one, but needs much
ninety for both freshmen and Varsity by th at sterling runner, Ted Mere run but hai^to be content with sec polish before it can be put into opera
dith. The time of 47.4 was about to
ond in the 440 in the I.C.A.A.A.A. tion. “The men are picking it up
lists.
,
.
enjoy its sixteenth birthday; Ben
The Squad
track meet last year. With a running ’apidly with a degree of enthusiasm
Eastman cut the celebration shor
A preliminary list of the Varsity
start, handicapped by a two-turn which is promising,” Coach Oakes
when he hung np a new one of 46.4
tjaclmen and their events as given
track, he has turned in a time of 46.9 stated yesterday. Because of the new
seconds Saturday afternoon a t Palo
oat by Coach J. W. Stewart follows: Alto.
seconds for the quarter-mile this year. offense, Oakes sent out an urgent ap
100-yard dash—Robertson, Griffin,
Bob Jones has thrown the discus peal to all gridiron aspirants to report
Burke, Covington, Caven, Bills; 220over 150 feet this year. His best mark for practice as soon as possible.
We re still trying to straighten it
pni dash—Robertson, Griffin, Caven;
Because of a conflict in the track
159 feet 2>4 ‘inches — was good
Mah hurdles—Spaulding, Vickerman, out. Bob Kiesel is said by Robert enough to take the I.C.A.A.A.A. cham and football seasons, a procedure to
Dahiberg. Agather; low ' hurdles— IEdsren to- have covered the 100-yard pionship last year. Henri Laborde has permit freshmen interested in both
Oven, Agather, Spaulding, Bills; 440- distance in 1.7. He hardly meant min- been getting the platter out over the branches of the sport, to participate
pjrf ^un-Covington, Bills, Loftsgaar- ute8-i£ we know Kiesel. If Robert 50-yard mark this season. With these in them has been agreed upon between
COMPARE THE
COMPARE THE
den, J. White; 880-yard run—R. White, meant 1 0 .7 seconds,, the Californian two boys chasing each other, either the track and football coaches. The
O'Neil, Glenn; mile run—Watson, muSt have "been running backwards, one may throw the thing out of sight. men are to report to Coach Oakes for
QUALITY
PRICE
Titeto; two-mile run — Steensland, and lf ' he really m eant 1.7 seconds
Although not record-breakers, John the first six weeks of the football
Benson- pole vauJt-Burke, Lemire, Kiesel m ust have been riding with
'man and Nelson Gray may land a training season and then to Coach
McDaniel, Rossiter; high jum p-Bain-1
MaIc° Im Campbell over the Day- place to compete with the world’s Stewart for the last six weeks of track.
ton, Dahiberg, Good, Rossiter, Vicker- tona sands.
best in the shot’put. Both have marks This procedure was adopted in order
man: broad jump—Flint, Robertson,
‘ better than 49 feet already th is| to enable freshmen to better prepare
themselves for the Varsity next fall.
Jim
Stewart,
track
mogul,
is
and
Bainton, Vickerman; shot put—Mur
season.
Those who have reported to date
ray, ftternon, Reynolds, Bell; discus will continue to be busy teaching the
Either Bill Miller or Burt DeGroot
. -Cox, Crego. Peterson, Murray; jave- track and field men their tricks. With may make the ■German balloonists are: L. Anderson, Y. Almich, D.
lin—Lockwood, Schulz, Hawke; un- 84 hopefuls out a t present and a few- look like submarine operators. Miller Brown, H. Barnes, A. Benton, B.
i assigned—Carroll, Coriell, Hair, John more expected to appear later, Stew- ias vaulted 13 feet 6 inches this year, Burns, A. Cosper, C. Crowley, K. Car
son, Smalley, Stearns, Taylor, Wick- a rt has to pnt th at group through 15 but is suffering from an injured ten penter, L. Dailey, C. Emery, E. Fur
long, R. Gilder, R. Erickson, D. Hinevents in three hours.
vare, Erickson.
don, probably from descending from
man, V. Hagins, L. Hartsell, B. Heller,
This list is subject to change by
that altitude. DeGroot cleared that
C. Lyman, H. Lash, D. Meeker, V.
eligiblity rules which affect any stu
Ineligibility, the bane of all ath distance last year, the height always
Oecli, L. Prather, E. Peete, M. Peter
dent’s extra-curricular activities, and letes, may take a chunk out of the having been sufficient to place a man
son, N. Rhinehart, A. Root, H. Shaw,
Everything the Student Needs in School Supplies
changes made by Coach Stewart.
squad. A couple of the best men may on an American Olympic team.
L. Storey, G. Sayatovich, J. Spurlock,
Lockwood is the only state record- mire down because they slipped off
C. Swanson, F. Vesel, A. Vidro, J.
holder on the squad. He established a the grade curve. Unlike one college
Sullivan, W. Scott, C. Stroup, E. Link,
newmark of 190 feet 9 inches in the of which we know, the curve here is
E. Montgomery, J. Roberts, T. Quin
javelin throw last year. The 100-yard not a straight line.
lan, F. Hardison, F. Wilson and W.
On the Campus
dash has a number of strong com
Williams.
petitors in view of the efforts expend- [ No track and field captain has been
The R. O. T. C. unit drill on Mon
ed last year. Caven and Robertson chosen by the Grizzlies for the current
Best and Clifford Lead Religious
look promising in both the dashes.
Vear- None will probably be chosen,
Forum Here in April
Hurdles
I not becau8e of the depression which
is being blamed for every economy-,
In the high hurdles both Spaulding
Dr. Henry R. Best and Dr. Cecil
but because the squad neglected to
and Vickerman showed up well last
Clifford, young peoples' leaders, will
pick one last year.
year. Caven again appears in the low
offer their leadership at the West
, hurdles event with strong competition.
The track squad has not yet had a ern Montana Youth conference to be
Covington and Loftsgaarden appear
chance to drive the spikes in the held in Missoula on April 8 and 9.
strong in the quarter mile. The latter
ground nor throw aronnd the field
The Youth Conference has prepared
was a pole vaulter until it was found
furniture, so no comparison of last a program of fun and fellowship in
he showed up well in the 440-yard
year’s strength with this year’s pos addition to a forum on religion de
roa R. White is the leader in the
signed to offer guidance to the young
sibilities are yet obtainable.
hall-mile run from past performances.
people of Western Montana in facing
In the mile run Watson has turned in
Russell Sweet, formerly of Miles the more serious problems of life.
the best time in the past and with con
City, the State University and points
A banquet will be held on Friday
stant training and experience behind
west, was appointed head coach of evening, April .8, at the F irst Metho
himhe should appear better this year
Menlo Junior college—a sort of sub dist church of Missoula where Dr.
than before. In the two-mile event
sidiary of Stanford.
Best and Dr. Clifford will speak on
Seensland, a basketball man, and
‘Youth Faces Life’s Problems” and
Benson, a state University wrestling]
While here, Sweet tore down track ‘Youth Faces Life's Opportunities,”
than®, will work to. bring in several
(records
like
a
hurricane
would
level
•espectively.
The following day, April
firsts for the Grizzlies,
~
a silo. He set a conference record of 9, a forum on religion and fellowship
Pc e vaulters seem fairly even. 19 7 t o r the 100-yard dash and set two will be indulged in. Recreation will
c aa*e*' kht year’s freshman star new state records in the dashes. In have an important part in the conferit (Us event, shows promise. Flint is one dual m eet he took places in four nce where games will be played be
me most experienced in the broad events, the sprints and the high and tween periods of discussions. The
» p but will be given a close run by broad jumps. •
Saturday session will be held at the
Robertson, new Varsity material. Not
women's gymnasium of the State Uni
“Mb is known concerning the high
A bit of wind ruled out a new world versity.
■Jumpers Nelson's place will be hard record for Sweet In the 100-yard dash.
Rev. Jesse W. Bunch has issued let
ill and his record even harder to His time of 9.2 seconds was disregard
ters of invitation to the different min
break.
ed. He holds wins over sncli speed isters and the youth of Montana for
Weight Men
sters as Frank Wykoff, Charley the coming event.
Tour heavy shot putters will try to Borah, both of South California;
ring that event’s record back to the Claude Bracey of Rice Institute, Cy
■re™!/'8 k<Mae and make the state Belaud of Texas Christian, and Hec
Dependable Laundry Service
;,jv 8 Pficely a Grizzly proposition. Dyer of Stanford. With Behind, Simp
, . 8 str°ug in the discus. Crego, son and Toland, Sweet set a newIkM the 4i8CUS throw Ior the first world record in the Britlsh-Amerlcan
games when they finished the 400: s h o n , r ; r , and earning a num erai’
ante*
8 80me S°od perform- yard relay in 37.5 seconds.
■ ose who are unassigned have
— 0—
Bobcat-Grizzly game officials have
their ? ? ? kard in (eying to find
been
chosen.
They
are: Sam Dolan,
rial i r 1 eV*nt and some S°°d mateRAINBOW BARBER SHOP
'
“ lbcoming from this group,
Corvallis, Ore., referee; Dr. Beal
and BEAUTY PARLOR
^ c h Stewart is giving his men (Denver university), Anaconda, um
pire; Hicks (Idaho), head linesman;
The Barber Shop de Luxe for
practice'
reparatory <*> outdoor
Badtes and Gentlemen
Cubs Dayliss (Montana), Billings,
Who Care
tales on .s 6 track' Eveey‘W“ e
(wo
8 weather f°e the coming field judge.
W. H. D0BSB0FF
180 Higgins
P acific Coast. Conference

lympic
utlook

O

Oakes Plans
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O f Off ense
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For Men and Women

Sporty Vents

Youth Conference
Features Speakers
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Stewart does not expect to put his
men on the grind until probably the
first of next week. The cold weather
Stale
Is one element which helps the doc
tor—and runs up the doctor bills
as a result ot pulled tendons and other
the
f0r 8prlng goUinS> track pestilences.
— 0—
tale n f ainance department of the
Not until after April 26 will the
: tractor
*las bought a Fordson
r°Hin ’ ,an# k*8 begun the work of track squad be able to work on Mon
Formeru, ^ Ways of the g°M course, days because of R. 0, T. C. Uncle
: dttrsew/ ‘r rollers for the golf Sam should take the hint and have
much tim86Puded by horses, and took a war. What he couldn’t do with an
b y *1° d0 tae work. This year, army of track and football men. But,
of course, if the rules committee goes
“«e reo„i, ! tractor’ tbe lenSth ot
Ull be ' d, 10 do a11 of the rolling on with their present policy—well,
roiune t.08 deraWy reduced. Besides then we have nothing to say.

University
Equips Golf Links

(rtactof
coursc fairways, the
Power urn *>e us';d to pull a large
«K adfan? r °Ver the tafse plot of
: D « Z ng the llnks?uccdenar,8 Past week the malntalnl# the !„ ? nt ha? been filling holes
have] aMa 8 011 the campus with
tpviiig roa^ 88 been doing the regular

RECEIVES SCHOLARSHIP
Frances Faick, ’31, graduate from
the Department of Fine Arts, was re
cently granted a. Carnegie art scholar
ship for the coming summer. Miss
Faick has been teaching this year in
the Lewistown public schools.

The First
N ational Bank
0ST
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK IN
MONTANA

L_j

5c Now!
COCA-COLA
ORANGE CRUSH
BLUEBIRD
HIRES, Etc.
In Sterilized Bottles
Yea. we make PUNCH.
Bowl and Glasses furnished free.
PHONE 3352
Or notify Howard Gulllckson.
W E D E L IV E R

Majestic Candy &
Beverage Co.

Three good reasons fo r meriting the attention of
advertisers desirous of reaching the best potential
customer field.

THE

Four

Theta Sigma Phi
Asks Nominations
For Matrix Table

Some Commuter!

MONTANA

K A 1M I N

| Students Assure Adoption H
Druids Initiate Four Alumni Celebrate
Announcement Gives
Group Will Give
St. Patrick’s Day
Of N ew T ick etS a U p iJ
Advance Information Pledges Wednesday
(Continued from p „ „ f, .
One-Act French
One)
Chicago alumni of the State Uni cent. The combined average « a
seminars In several fields. Swearingen, Rensliaw, Brown, Young versity held a St. Patrick’s Day dinner
social groups was 54.5 per cent ■ ™
Play at Meeting education
The Montana Conference on Edu
dance at which 12 alumni were pres
Join Forestry Organization
(Continued from F aec

R. O. T. C. may seem like a hardship
to some of the students at the State
University but not. apparently to Wil
liam C. Orr, the newly-appointed stu
dent major of the local unit.
Orr, whose home is in Dillon, does
not take any other course at the State
University. In fact, he does not even
live in Missoula. He drives over from
Dillon, a distance of nearly two hun
dred miles, every Monday to take his
place in the ranks of the student of
ficers.

Independents:
cational Problems which will meet
ent. The party was held a t the Black- Corbin Hall ...... .......
Program Will Include French Songs during the fourth week of the session
hawk restaurant in Chicago.
North
H a ll_______ _
Druids,
men’s
honorary
forestry
Sung by Mrs. W alter McLeod
in connection with the work of the
Bruce Crippen was appointed tem South Hall ......._ -'V-€jja
Of Missoula
School of Education, will deal with organization, held a formal initiation
porary
chairman
of
the
Montana
At
Large
............
................ ^
problems of this and other states in for four men in Pattee canyon Wed
nesday, March 23.
Approximately alumni during the absence of HildeNorth hall led members of «,» rJ
Emma Bravo, Sand Coulee; Eleanore administration, supervision, element
Letters will be sent out today to
twenty-five men attended. This was garde Mertz, chairman, who is visiting dependent group with 90 per cent Thi
MacDonald, Yellowstone Park; Sylvia ary education, secondary education,
approximately twenty student organi
in Montana for a short while. Those
combined average of the different f? '
Sweetman, Billings; Russell La Fond, school finance, school health, voca the last meeting of the school year.
zations asking them to nominate their
The men who were Initisited were: present at ,the party were: Dr. and dependent units was 52.4 per ci.n, $
Milltown; Raymond Krause, Missoula, tional guidance, general and special
two most outstanding women members
Mrs.
A.
E . Diggs, Bruce Crippen,
and George Boileau, Milltown, will methods. The conference will consist T. C. Swearingen, maintenance en
to be guests at the Matrix Table to be
Frank Tierney, Martha Dunlap, Har
present a one-act play, “La Joie Fait of round table discussions, investiga gineer, Missoula; James Renshaw,
held by Theta Sigma Phi Tuesday,
Tena Dowdle will return tonieJ
old Rivenes, Ted Stark, Tim Kelly,
Peur,” at the meeting of the Cercle tions and the outline of techniques Missoula; Dudley Brown, Palo Alto,
April 12. These women, who are to
Virginia McGuire, James Beck and from her home in Bridget, where g l
du Chevalier de la Verendyre Thurs and other procedures. Dr. L. D. Coff Cal.; Earl Young, Chattaroy, Wash.
be selected because of their activities
has
been visiting her parents.
Hildegarde Mertz.
day evening a t 7:30 o’clock at the man, president of the University of
in the State University, will be the
Prof. Fay G. Clark talked to the men
home of Virginia Weisel, 105 Con Minnesota, will be a visiting speaker after the initiation ceremony. Final
only students outside of the School of
at this conference.
nell avenue.
Journalism to be invited to hear Han
arrangements were made for the an
The staff of the Department of Eng nual spring formal which will be given
nah Mitchell Danskin, nationallyA special feature of the program
“Always Working”
known woman journalist, who has Five Dramas Have- Been Selected for will be French songs sung by Mrs. lish includes Professors H. G. Mer- on Saturday, April 2, a t the Elks
been chosen as this year’s Matrix
Walter McLeod of Missoula. The riam, Frances Corbin and Lucia B. Temple. Those in charge of the dance
Presentation
jew eler
Table speaker.
hostess also will tell of her travels Mirrielees; visiting Professors, B. A. are: Lawrence Neff, chairman, Mis-1 Nemesio Borge and Joe Simangan,
Watch Repairing a Specialty
Botkin,
Alexander
Dean
and
Vardis
Other guests will include a number
soula; Mark Lawrence, Missoula, and Filipino students of the State UniCasting, under the direction of Wil last year in Europe.
122 N. Higgins
Missoula, Mont
Mrs. Arnoldson recently wrote ask Fisher; assistant professors, William Edward Dobrinz, Fargo, N. D.
of Missoula women, active and alum liam Angus, has commenced in the
versity, broadcasted a musical pronae members of Theta Sigma Phi, and Little Theater for one of the busiest ing permission to use a Punch and Angus, Rufus A. Coleman and Brassil
Refreshments were served a t the gram a t radio station KGVO Sunday
Fitzgerald
and
Darrell
Parker,
in
several upperclasswomen majoring in seasons the Montana Masquers have Judy play in the puppet shows which
conclusion of the meeting.
afternoon.
structor. The courses offered include
journalism.
ever attempted, with more than fifty the club is giving. She has received
John Previs, senior in Thompson
work in public speech, composition, ------------------------------------—------------Matrix Table is a national institu parts to be tilled by campus talent permission from the author, James J.
acting and stage directing, American the first six weeks only. The staff Falls high school, spent the week-end
Productions scheduled for this quar Hayes, to do so. He also asked if she
tion of Theta Sigma Phi, national pro
includes Professors DeLoss Smith, at the State University, making plans
literature, American essayists, early
fessional fraternity for women in jour ter and the dates of their presentation would submit to him for publication,!
American drama, general literature, Florence R. Smith, and A. H. Weis- f0r entering school this fall as a
nalism. This is the second to be held include "The Hairy Ape,” by Eugene pictures and reports of the work ac
Elizabethan drama, modern fiction, berg, Associate Professor John Crow- freshman.
at the Statd University. Mrs. Danskin, O’Neill, April 7; three one-acts: complished. The local French club is
Ibsen or Tchekov, Chaucer or the his der and Assistant Professors Mar- £ugeue Scarie returned to school
the speaker of the evening, because of "Bumplepuppy,” by J. W. Rogers; “A one of the few of its kind which is
guerite Hood and Bernice Ramskill. j Monday a£ter 9pending the Eagter
her many years of experience as Wedding,” by John Kirkpatrick, and pursuing this extra-curricular work. tory of the English language, and Courses Include Individual lessons in holIdayg Rt his home in Froid.
seminar work. Besides these courses,
Washington correspondent for
“Thursday Evening,” all to be pre
voice, piano, violin and organ; class
work in the writing of short stories,
...
.
. i.
,« i I Howard Hamilton spent the Easter
New York Tribune and as editor of a sented April 21; and a three-act
piano methods, class violin methods,
*
verse and novels will be offered.
. . .
.
,
.
holidays at his home in Helena,
weekly newspaper, is well qualified to comedy, “The Far-Off Hills,” by Len
introductory music, music education,
Writers’
Conference
address a group of women who are nox Robinson, April 29-30.
music appreciation and recital lec- Mary Rose, Brady, and Eva Lesell,
A conference for writers will be tureg
“The Hairy Ape” is the only produc
interested in any of the business or
Belt, have returned to school after
held for three days during the fifth
tion in which the cast definitely has
prefessional fields.
The Department of Physical E d u c a -|vlsiting at their home9 during BPrta *
week of the summer session, in con
The Matrix Table is to be a formal been selected.
Sixteen Delegates Will Represent nection with a six weeks’ school of tion has on its staff Professors W. E. vaca^ onSupplementary to the programs
dinner at the Florence Tuesday, April
Local Group on Week-end Trip
writing. The w riters’ conference will Schreiber, Bernard F. Oakes and J. W. j Louis H artsell spent E aster at his
12. Admission will be by invitation above, the Masquers will aid in staging
give writers of all kinds an opportun Stewart, and Instructor H arry Adams home in Ahaconda.
If your car is hard to
only. There will be a cover charge. the May Fete, June 3, and will also
The Inter-church Fellowship group ity to have classes and conferences The courses offered include profesJane Tucker, sophomore in the
start or seems sluggish
sponsor the state-wide Little Theater
ot the State University will send a with well-known authors and pub sional and practical courses in first School of Journalism , returned Sunday
these cold mornings—
tournament May 11, at which time
delegation of 16 members to Butte on lishers.
aid, corrective and medical gymnastics' from a fortnight visit at her home in
you may need a differ
they will stage 18 one-act plays the
Saturday, April 2. The delegates will
and
swimming,
and
the
coaching
Great
Falls.
The
Department
of
Fine
Arts
offers
ent
oil. Come in and
same afternoon.
be distributed to the different churches courses for the first six weeks of the school courses: training and athletic
let us look over your
Lewis Ambrose, a former student at
“Casting is proceeding rather
in Butte where they will give talks summer session only. C. H. Reidell injuries, intram ural athletics, organ- the state University, who is now atcar, we can soon tell
slowly," stated Director Angus. “This
and musical programs. A forum on will be professor of the department ization and management of athletics, tending the State College, has been
is due to the large amount of appli
religion will also be held. On Sunday, and his courses will include element football, basketball, track and field visiting on the campus this week,
Tanan of Spur Consider Tapping in cants we have for available parts.”
April 3, a united service of song and ary drawing, color and design, ad
Spring Instead of Fall
The cast for “The Far-Off Hills"
athletics.
Elina Cerise spent the week-end at
worship will be held In the Butte Pres vanced drawing and painting, and
The Department of Psychology, her home in Klein.
will be announced Friday.This is the kind ol gas
byterian church.
Tanan of Spur is considering the
history and appreciation of a r t
which includes Professor F. O. Smith
you need — the kind
Albert Erickson, ’31, a graduate of
Because cars cannot take all mem
advisability of a ruling which will re
The Department of Foreign Lan and visiting Professor I. N. Madsen on the School of Journalism, was a visitor
t h a t gives a new,
bers of the group to Butte, only those guages includes Professors F. C,
sult in choosing new members in the
its staff, offers courses in general psy in Missoula Sunday. He is working
smooth performance to
members who had already prepared Scheuch and W. P. Clark, associate
spring, rather than the fall, of each
chology, problems in psychology, psy- in Helena for the Montana Education
your car, the kind that
their speeches and musical numbers professor R. O. Hoffman and Paul
year.
At the meeting, Thursday,
Advance Registration During
chology of handicapped children, ab- association.
gives yon a quick pick
can be accommodated.
March 23, it was suggested that the
Bischoff, instructor, on its staff. normal psychology, research, mental
Cold Wave Brings Drop Cards
up and long, steady
James
Parkinson,
a
sophomore
in
During the past few weeks, the Courses in French, Spanish, German,
new Spurs be tapped in May during
As Spring Season Opens
mileage.
measurements and independent work the Department of Biology, returned
group has been active in its gospel Latin and Greek will be offered.
Interscholastic week.
in
psychology.
to
the
campus
Sunday
after
spending
team work, sending delegations to
If this plan goes into effect, it will
Dr. J. P. Rowe, professor in the
Two hundred and ninety-one stu
a
*•
ten days a t his home in Harlowton.
be necessary to waive a tradition dents of the 1,310 Individuals who have Plains, Superior and Albertou. In Department of Geology, offers two
NOTICE
Dick Schneider, a senior in the
which originated in 1920 when the registered for spring Jquarter have these places, the delegates gave serv undergraduate courses, elementary
-------Ischool of Journalism, spent the weekices of song and worship. Those who geology and geography and natural
local organization of Tanan was estab
already found occasion to change their
M
club
will
meet
tomorrow
and
a
end
visiting his mother, who Is re
made the trip to Plains on Sunday, sources of Montana, during the first
lished at the State University. Since
minds about their regestration. That
picture for the Sentinel will be taken ceiving treatm ent at Camas Hot
that time, it has been customary to is the number of drop and add cards March 13, are: Orval Dreisbach, Joy six weeks of the summer session,
promptly
at
4
o’clock
in
the
afternoon.
Springs.
wning, Louise Kemp, Mary Dohi, dependent work in geology may be
tap the new members a t the first im that were filed before Saturday noon
portant athletic event of each school in the Registrar’s office. In other Joe Simangan, Margaret Lease, Nem- undertaken under Dr. Rowe’s super
year.
esio Borge, Max Baegerie and Rev. and vision.
words, the minds of this campus are I
Mrs. Jesse W. Bunch.
Last year, when Tanan was admitted
In the Department of History and
22 plus per cent changeable.
Those who made the trip to Superior Political Science, Professors J. E. Mil
to membership by Spur, national
Of the cards filed, 116 persons de
and Alberton on Sunday, March 20, ler and E. E. Bennett, assistant pro
sophomore women’s organization, it
cided to drop one course and add an
were Mary Castles, Joe Simangan, fessor, offer the following courses:
was discovered that this division is
other. Sixty-four students dropped
Nemesio Borge and Reverend Bunch. United States history 1789-1865, Amer
the only one which chooses its new
just one course, and 46 added a course.
members in the fall, so. the State Uni
On both the last two occasions,” Rev ican colonies 1600-1776, Montana his
Twenty-one students dropped two
versity tradition may be replaced by
erend Bunch declared, “the services tory and government, medieval civili
courses and added two different
the customs of the Spur organization.
were well attended and we had a fine zation, present world problems, sem
cburses, and 22 dropped one course
hearing. The churches were packed inar in American history and seminar
and added two courses.
to capacity.”
in European history.
Three students changed their minds
to the extent of dropping two courses,
H om e Econom ics
and three others decided to add two
The Department of Home Economics
rsps. Six persons dropped tw
of which Helen Gleason Is professor,
Seniors and faculty members in the courses and added one; four students
offers: Methods of teaching home
Department of English planning to dropped three courses and supple
economics, house planning and furn
attend the banquet to be held Thurs
mented three other courses. Three
ishing, and independent work in home
Pan-Helenic council will hold its an
day evening at 6:15 o'clock at the ndividuals dropped three courses, and
economics. Work in this department
Chimney Corner must sign the bulletin added two others, but only one nual formal dance Friday, April 8, at
is for the first six weeks only.
the old Country club. George Bovboard in the Library building before
dropped two courses and added three
In the School of Journalism, Dean
ingdon and his orchestra will furnish
6 o’clock Wednesday. At this time
others. One scholar dropped three
A.
L. Stone and Andrew Cogswell and
the music.
senior examinations will be discussed.
courses and supplemented one in its
Charles
W. Hardy, instructors, will
The following committees have been
place, but only one dropped three
offer courses in elements of journal
chosen to make arrangements for the
The Men’s and Women’s Glee clubs courses.
We, the student staff of this, your news
ism,
current
events, the country news
dance: hall, Eleanore Dyer, Frances
will Meet Thursday evening, March
Ullman, Eleanor Kaatz; decorations, paper, and independent work in jour
in Dean DeLoss Smith’s studio at 7:30
nalism.
paper, express as our aim the bringing to
Jane Nash, Eliz Huffman, Betty
and 4 o’clock, respectively.
Philip O. Keeney, professor of the
Strand, Marion Davis, Loisjane Steph
you of all worthwhile student news.
enson; programs and tickets, Hazel department o f'library practice, offers
Seven Arts club will meet at 7:45
Borders, Margaret McKay, Elizabeth a course in organization and adminis
o'clock this evening in the Little The
tration
of
small
libraries,
which
em
ater foyer. Richard Lake will talk
Farmer; chaperons, Julia Patten,
on “The Poetry of Wallace Stevens." Volnmes Are Copies of the Original Maude Evelyn Lehsou, Rhoda Cougill; phasizes high school library work.
The Kaimin will be of interest to you
• J - Lennes, professor in the
Refreshments will be served.
refreshments,
Jane Adami, Kathleen
Manuscript of Miranda
Department of Mathematics, and Tlieo
Dunn, Hazel Larson.
during the coming quarter, carrying accounts
Donnelly, visiting professor in the de
There will be a meeting of the Bear
Lewis W. Bealer of the Department
partment, will offer courses In inter
Paws in Main hall tonight at 7:30 of History has received from the gov
MANY STUDENTS ENROLL
mediate
algebra,
survey
of
college
of sports and social events, and explaining
o’clock. All members please be there ernment of Venezuela two more vol
IN NEW TEACHING CLASS mathematics, teaching of secondary
umes of Archivo de Miranda. Six
mathematics and independent work in
and interpreting the rules by which you will
Alpha Kappa Psi will meet tonight volumes were sent some time ago,
“Methods >f teaching commercial mathematics.
at 7:30 o’clock in Craig hall. It is and more are expected in the future.
subjects, a new course offered for
The School of Music offers work for
important that all members be pres These volumes are being compiled by
be guided through your scholastic year at
the first time this quarter by the De
ent.
Dr. Carlos Davila, keeper of the arch partment of Business Administration,
Montana.
ives for the Venzuelan government,
proving quite popular with the
Value must be “the best possible
Interfraternity council will hold its from the 62 volumes of the original
students,” said Emily Maclay, instruc- quality at the lowest possible
regular meeting at the Phi Sigma manuscript of Miranda.
price.’’ Try the
r in the department.
Kappa house Wednesday at 6:15
The volumes deal with the history
Miss Maclay stated in referring to
o’clock.
of Venzuela; Miranda in Russia, the the new course that "not only grad
United States and the French Revolu uating students in business adminis
126 Higgins Avenue
Quadrons will meet at the Delta tion. These are the first copies of
tration and those working for certifiGamma house, Thursday, March 31, at the works that have been made avail
ates of qualification to teach but also
5 o’clock.
able. Previous to this time the orig majors in other departments who wish
inal manuscript had been the only to use the work as a minor are taking
Send
Health refunds are now ready and copy in existence.
e course.”
may be had at the Health Service of
The plass meets each Monday, Wed
fice in Main hall.
CLUB WILL MEET
To Mark the Occasion
nesday and Friday at 9 o’clock in
Craig hall.
Meeting of the senior Garb com Students in the School of Busi
Garden City Floral Co.
mittee will be held Thursday evening ness Administration will hold the first
James Nutter of Helena has been
at 7:30 o’clock in Main hall.
series of six discussions of busi confined to the hospital for the past
(Publication of the Associated Students of the State University of Montana)
ness ethics tomorrow evening at 7:30
days with tonsilitls.
Lost—Between Higgins avenue and o’clock in Craig hall. All students of
school on University avenue, a 10-inch the State University are invited to at
Virginia Rigney of Laurel did not
slide rule. Return to Kaimin office! tend these discussions.
eturn to school this quarter.
for reward.
Phone Si 18
Lotus McKelvje, Anaconda, spent
HAT BLOCKING
Eddie Astle is confined to the in
Patronize Kalmln advertisers.
the week-end at her home.
1>RY CLEANING
firmary in South hall.
Journalism Group Requests Campus
Organizations to Name
Prominent Women
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C.L WORKING
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W ill Go to B utte
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Shell 400;
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Service Co.
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